Thymosin β4 overexpression regulates neuron production and spatial distribution in the developing avian optic tectum.
Thymosin β4 (Tβ4), the principal G-actin regulating entity in eukaryotic cells, has also multiple intra- and extracellular functions related to tissue regeneration and healing. While its effect in adult organs is being widely investigated, currently, little is known about its influence on embryonic tissues, i.e., in the developing nervous system. The importance of Tβ4 for neural stem cell proliferation in the embryonic chicken optic tectum (OT) has previously been shown by us for the first time. In the present study, using in ovo electroporation, we carried out a quantification of the effects of the Tβ4-overexpression on the developing chicken OT between E4 and E6 at the hemisphere as well as cellular level. We precisely examined tissue growth and characterized cells arising from the elevated mitotic activity of progenitor cells. By using spinning-disk confocal laser scanning microscopy, we were able to visualize these effects across whole OT sections. Our experiments now demonstrate more clearly that the overexpression of Tβ4 leads to a tangential expansion of the treated OT-hemisphere and that, under these circumstances, overall density of tectal and in particular of postmitotic neuronal cells is increased. Thanks to this new quantitative approach, the present results extend our previous findings that Tβ4 is important for the proliferation of progenitor cells, neurogenesis, tangential expansion, and tissue growth in the young embryonic chicken optic tectum. Taken together, our results further illustrate and support the current idea that Tβ4 is widely implicated in shaping and maintenance of the nervous system.